Mobility mechanism of hydroxyl radicals in aqueous solution via hydrogen transfer.
The hydroxyl radical (OH*) is a highly reactive oxygen species that plays a salient role in aqueous solution. The influence of water molecules upon the mobility and reactivity of the OH* constitutes a crucial knowledge gap in our current understanding of many critical reactions that impact a broad range of scientific fields. Specifically, the relevant molecular mechanisms associated with OH* mobility and the possibility of diffusion in water via a H-transfer reaction remain open questions. Here we report insights into the local hydration and electronic structure of the OH* in aqueous solution from Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics and explore the mechanism of H-transfer between OH* and a water molecule. The relatively small free energy barrier observed (~4 kcal/mol) supports a conjecture that the H-transfer can be a very rapid process in water, in accord with very recent experimental results, and that this reaction can contribute significantly to OH* mobility in aqueous solution. Our findings reveal a novel H-transfer mechanism of hydrated OH*, resembling that of hydrated OH(-) and presenting hybrid characteristics of hydrogen-atom and electron-proton transfer processes, where local structural fluctuations play a pivotal role.